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A simple finite differenceapproximationto the elastic equationsof motion is successfully
used to solve various wave-propagationproblemspossessing
analytical solutions.On this basis
the method is extended to the problem of Love waves propagating acrossan ocean-continent
type boundary. Numerical propagationof an initial transient solution results in seismograms
at various distances.The Fourier transforms of these seismogramsare used to calculate phase
velocity, group delay, and amplitude-transfer coefficientsfor various seismometercombinations acrossthe transition region. Some results are' the transition zone can have a small but
noticeable effect on phase velocities measuredbetween stations situated away from the zone;
a phase-velocity anisotropy exists for waves propagating in opposite directions acrossthe
same array. In general, waves propagating into the region of thinning have anomalously
high-phasevelocities and vice versa. This is especiallynoticeable for velocities measuredover
the zone of transition, where the perturbations of the phase velocity of continent-to-ocean
waves from the expected local phase velocity can exceed the variations expected from the
continent-ocean structural differences.The behavior at a distance from the boundary justifies
the well-established method of calculating effective group velocities by means of inverse

averagesof regionalgroup velocitiesand also indicatesa simple correctionfor the effect of
the ocean-continent boundary that can be applied to calculations of earthquake-source
mechanismsbasedon the method of amplitude equalization.

Love waves are impractical, and thus a numerical model experimentmust be used; (3)

INTRODUCTION AND SU•VI•VIARY

The effect of lateral inhomogeneitieson surobservations often indicate that Love waves
face-wave propagationis becomingincreasingly
are more sensitive to structural complexities
important as seismologistsstudy the structure
than
are Rayleigh waves. Although a sizeable
of the earth in ever finer detail. Perturbations
literature exists on the approximate treatment
from suchstructural complexitiescan be viewed
either as noise when the usual simplifying of Love waves propagating in laterally hetero-

assumptions
of homogeneous,
plane-layered,perfectly elasticmedia.are applied, or as observational quantities from which structural interpretationsmay be derived.In either case,it is
important to have a method by which the
theoretical effects of a given model can be
computed.This paper describessucha method.
For several reasonsthe computationsin this
paper are limited to two-dimensionalhorizontal
shear motion: (1) less storage space and computer time are requiredthan in the corresponding vector-elasticcomputations,and thus more
realistic heterogeneitiescan be modeledwithin
the space-timelimits available; (2) as opposed
to Rayleigh waves [Alexander,1963; Kuo and
Thompson,1963], model experimentsinvolving
Copyright ¸
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geneousstructures [e.g., Knopo# and Mal,
1967; Ghosh, 1962], the assumptions
made in
these studies,usually stated in terms of the
relative change of structure per wavelength,
make the applicationof the resultsto realistic
earth models of questionablevalue [Boore,
1969]. For this reason the straightforward
numericalintegrationof the relevant boundaryvalue problem is attractive, especiallysince
presentdigital computerscan handlesignificant
problems at reasonablecost.
In this paper a simple form of lateral heterogeneity is treated' a uniform layer of nonconstant thickness (but planar free surface)
coveringa homogeneous
half-space.In particular, the heterogeneityis confined to a region
connectingtwo quarter planesin each of which
the layer has a constantthickness(Figure 1),
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and can thus be thought of as a simplified
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Surface

model of the ocean-continent boundary. By

studyingthe dispersionand amplitude-transfer

Layer:m,•.•

coefficients

Half-space:

for

various

station

combinations

acrossthe transition region,severalinteresting
features that have relevance to actual observa-

tions can be seen. Prominent among these

z

features is the significant anisotropy which
Fig. 1. Possible inhomogeneity that can be
existsin the measuredphasevelocity of waves treated with the finite-difference method. The
propagating in opposite directions across a plane z -- 0 is a stress-free surface; the two
elastic materials are in welded contact at the intergiven station array locatedover the transition face z -- ,/ (x).
region. Also of interest is the relative increase
or decreasein the amplitudes of waves propa-

gating acrossthe region.This phenomenonis
also anisotropicand is large enoughin the particular model studied to be diagnosticof the
underlyingstructure. Of importanceto studies
of earthquake-source
mechanisms
via the amplitude equalizationof surfacewavesis the indication that, notwithstandingthe complexities
in the transition region, a simple correction
can usuallybe appliedfor the influenceof the
boundaryon the observedamplitudes.Although

surface is stress free. Let the thickness of the

layer be v(x). The mathematical description
of the problem is'
Equations o/motion'
= • V v•

v
i=

the above observations are based on a model

of the ocean-continenttransition,the technique

to measurementsis now under way.

(2)

(I•)1/(•Z)z--0 --

Since seismometers are not

placedconvenientlywith respectto the oceancontinentboundary,it is in the latter casethat
the techniquecan be most helpful.Application

1,2

Boundary conditions'

can alsobe appliedto calculations
of the effect
of local structure.

(1)

= (o / o ) + (o j Oz )

t.tl(Of)l/On)z=•(x)
-Initial

conditions'

In the next section of the paper will be a
statementof the relevantboundary-valueprob-

(v), =o - f (x, z)

lem, and in the sectionfollowingthe finite-

= gO,,z)

difference formulation of the solution will be

discussed.
As a checkof the method,the fourth where v•, v• are the horizontal (y) displacesection will be an application to problems ments in media 1 and 2 respectively. The subpossessing
analyticalsolutions.With this as a scripts are for clarity and are omitted when
background
the solutionof the originallyposed not needed.fi•, fi_oare the shearvelocitiesand
problem,alongwith discussions
of the seismo- are givenby fi, = (l•,/p,) •/2.O/Oncorresponds

logicalimplications,
will be givenin the fifth

to a derivative

section.

Althoughsourcescan be includedquite easily
in the formalism, the basic assumptionin this
paper is that we are dealingwith well-formed,

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The formulation

is that of a standard two-

normal

to the interface.

source-freeLove wavesthat impinge on inhomo-

geneous,
complicatedstructures.Becauseof the
basicforward-stepnature of wave propagation,
linear, isotropic,homogeneous
(lib) material this problem can be formulated quite easily.
of rigidity•, densityp• andnonconstant
thick- Note in Figure 1 that the thicknessof the layer
dimensional initial boundary-value problem.
Considerthe geometry in Figure 1, where a

ness overlies a lih material with elastic con-

for x <

stants /•, p•. The interfacebetweenthe two

transient disturbancehas been set up by sources
at infinity suchthat at the time t = 0 the wave

materials is in welded contact, and the upper

0 is constant. We assume that, a
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(m,n,p+l)

o (m+l,n,p)

o

t

level p constitute a computational 'star.' The
Laplacian at a given time and spatial node
point can be written in terms of the star displacementsas (seeAppendix 1)

)

-- 2Vm.n
•' Jr-Vm_l,n
•}
+

I)

Vm,n
• + •Jm,n•__l•
• (•)
+ adJ
z

Fig. 2. A section of the discretized (x, z, t)
space. Any point in the space is uniquely characterized by its x, z, and t indices m, n, and p.
The seven points shownhere are those usedin the
finite-differenceapproximation of the equation of
wave motion

discussed in the text. Note

the un-

even grid spacingwith z.

where h•, h2 are consecutivez spacings.Note
that three indices are required to specify the
locationof the grid point in the (x, z, t)-space'
m, n are spatial indices,and p is a time index.
Also notice that the Laplacian is evaluated at
the time p. This, as explainedbelow,leads to a
requirement between the spatial and time increments that is necessaryfor stability, but it
also leads to a simple solution to the equation
of motion. Note further the uneven spacing
in the z direction.This spacingtakes advantage
of the decay with depth of the Love-wave dis-

motion is confinedto the region x < 0 and is
appropriate to a Love wave propagatingon a
layer of constant thickness over a half-space.
placementsand thus results in less computer
Such a disturbancewill completely satisfy the
storage. In practice, the z scaling started in
equations of motion and boundary conditions.
the lower material, as this made the interface
With this as a starting condition,the system is
condition easier to compute.
turned loose and the transient disturbance is
By approximatingthe time derivativein the
propagatedinto the inhomogeneous
region.This
same way as the Laplacian, the equation of
is accomplished
by employinga finite-difference
motion in medium i at the point (m, n, p) can
approximationto the problem.
be written as
FINITE-DIFFERENCE

FORMULATION

1

nl•,

np--1

2 2 2

Although finite-difference techniques have
(7)
been in long use in several disciplinessuch as
meteorologyand civil engineering,the method where the first two terms on the right-hand
has only recently been applied to seismological side arise from the time-derivative approximaproblems[Alterman and Karal, 1968; Alsop, tion. In this form the e•cacy of writing the
1970]. In particular, elasticity problemshave Laplacianat time p is seen' given v at two
beenextensivelytreated in mechanicaland civil previoustime pointsand severaladjacentspatial
engineering,
and usefultechniques,
suchas the points,the displacementat a new time p + 1
finite-elementmethod [Zienkiewiczand Cheung, can be computed by a simple formula. A dis1967], have been developed.These problems advantage,however,is that for stability of the
deal mainly with statics or eigenvibrations, computationsthe time increment cannot be
however,and thusare basicallyconcerned
with chosenindependentlyof the spatial increment.
solutionsto an elliptic rather than hyperbolic This limitation can be removedif the Laplacian
differentialequation.I found the simplefinite- is written as
difference formalism discussedbelow to be suf-

ficient for the computationsin this paper.

=

Equationso[ motion. Basically,the medium
is replacedby a gridworkof arbitraryspacing,
such as in Figure 2. The five points at time where (•)•,

ov)•.

,
+

d is symbolicfor the s•andard
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differenceapproximationas given in (6) but
evaluated at tinhe point j [Richtmeyer and
Morton, 1967]. This leads to a coupledsystem
of equations for the displacementat the new
time p + 1, and thus the computationtime
requiredto go from times p to p + 1 is longer
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portion of the spatial gridworkin the vicinity
of the boundary is illustrated. Because the
interface cuts the grid lines at an angle, the
Laplacianat certaingrid pointsnear the interface cannot be approximatedby a regular star

wholly contained within one medium. The
than in the simple forward-stepscheme.The Laplacianat these'funnypoints'canbe written
advantageof the implicit schemeis that large in terms of an irregular star (Appendix 1).
time incrementscan be used,and thus the total This star will involve displacementsat actual
computationtime may be smallerthan in the grid points and at 'curve points' definedby
explicit scheme.If, however,the displacement intersectionsof the interface with the grid lines.
field is changingfairly rapidly, the use of a Thus in Figure3 point A is a funny point, and
larget, althoughstable,will leadto inaccuracies pointD is oneof thetwocurvepointsthat would
in the approximationof the time derivative, be usedin the irregularstar placedat A. Assumare knownat all grid
and then the advantageof the implicit scheme ing that displacements
will be lost. For this reason and for convenience,

the simpleforward-stepmethodwasusedin the
computations
discussed
in this paper.
Boundaryconditions. The manner in which
an interface condition is approximatedis, as
far as the author knows,guidedmainly by experience.It is difficult to predict a priori
whether or not a given techniquewill lead to
accurate,stableresults.For instance,a method

points,funnypoints,and curvepointsat times
p, p -- I the difference
equationcanbe usedto
generatenew displacements
at time p q- I at
all pointsbut the curvepoints..The new curvepointvaluesare obtained
by difference
approximationsto the interface conditions(3) and (4).
First a normal is constructed at D. If the dis-

placements
at the normaland grid-lineintersectionsC, C' are knownthen, equation(3)

that works well for one type of boundary may

can be approximated'

be quite poor in a differentapplication.As an
example,the method describedbelowfor the
interface boundary condition gives better re-

-- vc ')/ DC

sults for Love waves, traveling essentiallyhori-

zontally,than for SH wavesat vertical incidenceto the boundary.A similar experiencefor
P-SV motion is describedby Alterman and
Rotenberg [1969].
If the z index of the free surface is 2, the
stress-freeboundary condition (2) can be ap-

__-•Lt2(VC,p+I
__VDP+I)/DC!

(9)

whereDC, DC' are the lengthsalongthe normal
from C, C' to D. From this equationthe new
displacement
at D is found.The displacement
at C (and similarlyfor C') is approximated

by linearinterpolation
betweenA and B. The

proximatedby the 'mirror-image'condition
ß

=

(8)

Medium

I

where the z spacingis assumedto be constant
in this reg;_on.This equation is. derived by
creatinga fictitiouslayer at n -- 1 and writing
a centered difference approximation to Ov/Oz.
The advantagesof this are that the approximation

of the derivative

c /
/

is of second order

and that the equationof motion can be written
at n = 2 (the real free surface).
Of the several possibleways of treating the
interface boundary condition,the simplestwill

B

/

XD

B•

/C'
/
/

,

/

•

Curve

Normol

be discussedbelow. It was found to be sufficient

for the computations
in this.paper. More detail
on this and other techniquescan be found in
Boore [1969]. ConsiderFigure 3, in which a

Fig. 3. A portion of the spatial grid near a
curved interface showing the location of the
normal to the boundary and the funny-points and
curve-points discussedin the text.
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i ZERO

ANALYTICAL

Fig. 4. A schematicdiagram summarizingboth
the boundary conditions used at the artificial
interfaces and the location of the initial displacements.

continuitycondition(4) wasusedin the derivation of (9). A basic assumptionin the above
derivation is that the new curve-point displacements must satisfy the continuity of displacement and stressbut are not explicity required
to satisfy the equation of motion. The curve
points are influencedby the equationof motion indirectly since the new displacements
may be thought of as weighted averagesof
nearbydisplacements
that are requiredto satisfy
the wave equation. If the displacementson a

given side of the boundaryare smoothlyand
slowlyvaryingwith respectto the grid spacing,

chanceto causesignificantreflectionsfrom this
boundary.
Initial conditions. As mentionedearlier, the
initial displacementsare taken to correspond
to Love waves propagating along a layer of
appropriate thickness.Instead of giving displacementand velocity at t = 0, we give theoretical displacementsthroughout the grid for
times t = 0 and At (p = 0, 1). The theoretical
displacementsare calculatedby a Fourier synthesis of the component eigenfunctionssuch
that the surface displacementat t -- 0 has the
form of a Ricker wavelet [Ricker, 1945]. Details of the synthesisare given in Appendix 2.
The dimensionsof the grid are such that the
input displacementis, for all practical purposes,
wholly containedwithin the region boundedby
the left-hand fictitious boundary and the region
of sloping interface. Thus we set to zero displacementsoutside this region (Figure 4). The
containment on the left side is, not necessary,
for we can compute the theoretical displacement for the incoming wave along the left
boundary at any time. Since, however, this
requires either a Fourier synthesisover wave
number at each depth and time point, which is
expensive,or the initial computation and storage of displacements
synthesizedover frequency
at each depth point, which is spaceconsuming,
the containment of the initial displacements

this simplificationshould be of little conse- within the described area was considered to be
quencein the accuracyof the computations. the most practical procedure. This is an illusAlthoughthe two interfacesdescribedabove tration of the storage-space,computation-time
are the only real interfacesin the problem, tradeoff often encountered in finite-difference
the limitations of finite computer storageforce problems.
the introduction of fictitious boundaries on the
It should be emphasizedat this point that
sides and bottom (Figure 4). For reasonsex- the only particularization to Love-wave displainedbelow,the displacement
alongthe left placement has been in the specificationof the
side was set to zero for all times. The dis-

placements
alongthe bottomwere eithergiven
exactly at each time step in problemspossessinganalyticalsolutions,
or wereapproximated
at each time by values.appropriate to the

initial conditions.The equations of motion and
boundary conditions are completely general.
Except for possiblefictitiousboundary disturb-

ances, the differenceschemeshould give the
total wave solution to the formulated problem

as the initial disturbancepropagatesinto the
heterogeneousmedium.
contamination of the surface values if the botStability and accuracy. The influenceof the
tom was not deep enough.Experiments with system as a whole (differenceequations,interseveral different depths-to-bottomshowedthis face equations, and initial displacements)
effectto be negligiblein the examplespresented. shouldbe consideredin evaluatingthe stability
The right-hand boundary was always far and accuracyof a differencescheme.The diffienoughremovedthat, for the length of time culty of doing this in practice forces one to
used, the wave disturbancedid not have a look at each componentseparatelyin the hope
incident Love wave. In the latter case,spurious
disturbancesfrom this boundary could lead to
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greater than •r/Ax. To assurethat the differ-

of the total behavior.
It is quite easy to show [Boore, 1969] that

ence approximation is an accurate representation of the actual derivative, the spatial frethe truncation error inherent in (6) is such quenciesshould be even lower than this. For
that in the limit Ax, At --> O, the difference example,the differenceapproximationto the
equation approachesthe differential equation second derivative of a function possessing
as order Ax2, At•. A standardstability analysis spatial frequenciesas high as (3/10) ,r/Ax may
[O'Brien et al., 1950] indicates the difference be in error by as much as 8%.
equationis unstableunless
Discussion. In summary,the solutionto the

(•At/Ah)
•<«

(10) formulated
problem
follows
from
several
steps.

-First, the initial displacementsat two times
whereAh is the minimumspatial grid spacing are generated.Next, the grid is swept by the
and /? is the maximum shear velocity. This difference equation (7) to generate displacerestriction is not severe but does require a ments at the next time step. Note that because
smallertime step than seemsnecessary.As dis- many grid values are initially zero, only a
cussedearlier, there are severalways of writing steadily increasingportion of the entire grid
the differenceequationsso that unconditional need be swept at each time iteration. Followstabilityis achieved,but the resultingequations ing this the new curve and fictitious point
are implicit and their solution is not as con- values are found from (8) and (9), and the
venient as the forward time-stepmethod used bottom boundary displacementsare given by
here.
analytic values. The process is recycled as
As previouslymentioned,the influenceof the many times as desired,with printer-plot 'snapinterfaceconditionon the accuracyand stability shots'of the motion generatedat desiredtimes.
is difficultto determinea priori, and an empiri- Displacementvalues from 'seismometers'local approachmust be taken. Several observa- cated at arbitrary positionsin the medium are
tionscan be made,however.The approximation storedat predeterminedtime intervalsand after
of (3) usessingle-sideddifferences,which are completionof the time cyclesare punched on
of order Az rather than (Az) • as in the equa- cardsto be usedin subsequentprocessing,
such
tions of motion and free surface condition. as phase-velocitydeterminationand transfer
Furthermore,in contrastto the approximation ratio computations.
It is interestingto notethat
of (2), the material near the interface is in althoughthe initial displacement
mustbe rather
effect not required to satisfy the equationsof pulse-like becauseof the limitations of storage
motion sincetheseequationsare not explicitly space,the effect of the heterogeneityon the
usedin determiningthe displacement
at curve time-domainrepresentationof a more realistic,
pointsfor time p + 1. Anotherproblemwith dispersedwave train can be simulatedby using
the approachtaken for the interfaceconditions the pulseresultsto derive the transfer spectrum
is that the use of an irregular star at funny between any two seismometerlocations.
points impliesthat locally the stability condiTypically, a grid 300 by 60 was used with
tion (10) may not be satisfied.This disad- 300 time iterations. The structure of (7) is
vantage is partially offset, however,since in such that only two rather than three spatial
such a casematerial closerthan usual to the grids need to stored. Running time, exclusive
boundaryis requiredto satisfythe equationof of the generationof initial displacements
but
motion, and thus the determinationof the including output, was approximately8 min
boundarydisplacements
as weightedaverages on an IBM 360/65. Programoptimizationwas
of nearby displacementsis more accurate.In
not attempted. The initial displacementswere
practice,instabilitiesdid not often arise from generatedin a separateprogram and kept on
the local violation of the stability condition.
permanent file. Using a Fast Fourier TransThe effect of the initial conditionsis not as form, the synthesisof the Love displacements
difficult to determine.Here we can appeal to at a given depth and time required about 0.3
conceptsof filtering and sampling theory secondsfor 512 wave number points. The
[Hamming,1962]. To avoid aliasing,the initial amplitudespectrumof the initial displacement
displacement
shouldhaveno spatialfrequencies was such that approximately34 grid points
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of each plot correspondsto the free surface.
The variable grid spacingwith depth produces
a distorted picture of the vertical variation.
The

horizontal

interface

is drawn

in the last

plot (t = 112) and the vertical interface is
given by the vertical line. Each plot can be
viewed as a contour map of the displacements
at each grid point for a certain instant of time,
in which the area betweenevery other contour
is indicated by a given symbol.These plots are
only intended to give a qualitative picture of
the
displacementvariation in space and time,
Fig. 5. The geometry and media labels œor
four materials joining along a vertical interface.
If the two conditions at the bottom are satisfied,
an analytic solution to the problem oœan incident

and thus the actual values of the contours are

irrelevant.

Theoretical displacementsbasedon a Fourier
synthesisof the eigenfunctionsolutionsare indistinguishable from the computed displacewere contained
within
the dominant
wavements illustrated in Figure 6. More details concerning this synthesisand the treatment of the
length.
interfaces(especiallythe four-intersectionpoint)
APPLICATION TO PROBLEMS WITI-I KNOWN
may be found in Boore [1969].
SOLUTION
Dispersion problem. The example above inVertical-boundary problem. As the first illus- dicated that the method works, but the results
tration, we shall apply the techniqueto a prob- are not particularly useful. Of more interest
lem first discussedby Higuchi [1932] and more is the simulation of a phase-velocity-measurement experiment. As a simple example of this
recently by Sato [1961] and Alsop [1966]. In
this problem (Figure 5) a Love wave on a and as a preliminary to the next section, the
combinationof layer and half-spaceis incident incident Love wave was allowed to propagate
to another layer and half-space combination on the initial layer and hMf-spacecombination.
separatedfrom the first by a vertical boundary. Figure 8 showsseismogramsfor several localiLove

If

wave

can be œound.

the elastic constants of the four materiMs

are not chosen independently but satisfy the
two relationshipsshown in Figure 5, the complete wave solution to this problem can be
representedby an incident, reflected,and transmitted Love wave of a givenmode.
Calculated surface displacements generated
by the differenceschemeare shown in Figure
6 for different instancesof time. In this problem, elastic constantswere chosensuch that the
reflected wave would be prominent. The constants

chosen

are not intended

to model

a

realistic boundary. The initially symmetric
Ricker wavelet is distorted by dispersion,is
reflected, and is transmitted. The slope discontinuities at the vertical boundary, most
obviousat times t = 70 and t = 84, are necessary consequences
of the continuity of the stress
component ,•. Another illustration of the same
calculationsis given in Figure 7, where printerplot contoursof displacementon a vertical profile are shownfor different times. The top edge

T=28-•
T:42

•

T:70

•

T:84
T:98
- I•0

0

[50

.'500

450

600

750

(KM)

Fig. 6. The surface displacements at different
instants of time for the problem indicated in
Figure 5. The location of the vertical interface is
given by the dashed line. The various elastic and
geometric parameters, fl• = 3.85, p• = 3.0, fi2 =
4.75, p• = 3.65, fi.• : 4.23, pa = 7.44, ,/g• : 5.53,
m = 8.07, H = 35.0, were chosen such that a
large reflected wave would be present. The units
of/g and p are km/sec and g/cm 3.
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6000

7500

HORIZONTALDISTANCE (KM)

Fig. 7. Computer-generatedcontour plots of the spatial distribution of Love-wave displacementsat different instantsof time for the problem illustrated in Figure 5. The results
here are derived from the same experimentas thosein Figure 6. An explanationof the contours is given in the text.

ties alongthe surface.In this figurethe distortion of the initially symmetricpulse is quite
obvious.By taking the Fourier transformsof
theseseismograms,
the phasevelocitiesshown
in Figure 9 were calculatedby the standard
least-squares
technique(adaptedto in-line sta-

tions). Due to the prematureterminationof
the fourth seismogram,
only three sites were
used in this computation.Phase velocitiesfor
a run with a thinner layer (representedby
only three grid points) are also included.In
spite of the relative closeness
of the stations,
the computed phase velocities are in excellent
agreement with the theory. This was expected
since the seismogramsthemselvesagreed with

X=180I
• •'-

4.85

'

• 4.65

I

'-'
X =400

4.45

,.

o

THEORETICAL
MEASURED

0

•

4.25

4

4.05

•a-4.75

X=500

60

90

120

150

(SECONDS)

Fig. 8. Computed seismogramsof Love waves
for various sites along the surface of a layer of
uniform thickness over a half-space. In this experiment Ax ----5 km and At _-- 0.7 sec.Theoretical
wave forms are virtually identical to these cornputed wave forms.

3.85

pz=3.65

i H=55
O•

IO-•

!0-'

I0ø

K( rod•on/ krn)

Fig. 9. Comparison of theoretical and computed phase velocities, plotted against wave number. The measured values were derived from the
phase spectrum of seismograms such as in Figure 8.
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manipulations. This is opposed to the time
series at a given node point, in which each
value represents a different number of computations.Since,however,the error propagates
as a wave, the ideal would be to study the error
spectrum in the frequency and wave-number
space.

•

9

--

•

.8

--

The amplitude error is. defined as the percentage of difference between the computed
and theoretical wave number spectral amplitudes:

=•.'
o01

.02

.03

.04

.05

FREQUENCY (cps)

units) of the initial transient, along with the
measured transmission factor for the model of

layer and half-spaceusedin Figures8 and 9 (with
H ----35 km). Theoretically the transmissionfactor
should be unity. The divergence at higher frequenciesfor site 4 is a truncation effect, since
not enough of the time series at this site was
generated.

the theoreticaldisplacements.
For wavenumbers
on either side of the range illustrated,however,
the phase-velociiy
agreementwasnot good.For
the larger wave numbersthis was undoubtedly
due to the relatively smallamountof powercon-

error
(k,
t)---100.{
'lV•(k'
t)l}
[t)l-[Vc(k,
t) l
where the time and wave-number dependence
has been indicated. The amplitude errors for
the Love-wave computations with a 15-km
layer (the layer being representedby only two
grid points exclusiveof the free surface and
interface) are given as a function of time and
wave

number

in

Table

la.

first column

The

the

last

three

columns

contains

of

the wave

number; the secondcolumncontains,for reference, the theoretical amplitude for each wave
number.

This

table

shows that

the

absolute

differencein amplitude is small, that the relative error (e.g., error at t -- 84 comparedto

tained in the initial displacements.The scatter

that at t -- 42) increaseswith time, and that
the computedamplitudesare consistentlylower
than the theoretical amplitudes. The aberrant

at low wave numbers is attributable

behavior

both to

at k --

0.07363

in the relative

in-

insufficientpower and to insufficientstation crease of error with time is probably related
spacing.The amplitudespectrumof the initial to the small amount of power in the initial
wavelet is shownin Figure 10, along with the displacementsat this wave number.
The phaseinformationis containedin Table
measuredtransmissionfactors for the thick-layer
calculations.The transmissionfactors,definedas lb, where the error measureis definedby the
the amplitudespectrumat a givenstationnormalizedby the spectrumat the first stationen-

countered,
canbe a sensitive
indicatorof subsurface structural variations.
Of interest is whether the inaccuracies in the

computationsare steadilyincreasingwith time,
or whether they tend to damp out. The extreme
case of instability, of course,is easy to recognize, but a graduallossof accuracyis not. To
studythis, the Fouriertransformsof the surface

displacements
at differenttimeswerecompared
with theoretical wave number spectra. The

error was investigatedin the wave number
rather than the frequency domain since the
displacements
throughoutthe grid at any fixed
time representthe samenumber of algebraic

relation

TABLE la.

Error in Amplitude as a Function of
Wave Number

and Time

Theoretical

k

Amplitude t = 42

84

126

0.01227
0.02454
0.03682
0.04909
0.06136

0.15
0.35
0.30
0.15
0.04

--0.43
-- 1.64
--2.36
--2.54
--2.56

-- 1.15
--2.21
--3.36
--4.11
--2.80

-- 1.90
--2.86
--4.49
--4.54
--3.96

0.07363

0.008

-- 1.80

--8.70

--0.85

Note:

See text for explanation.
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lS't:km

where•b,',•b,c arethetheoretical
andcalculated

•20km

phases(with phaseintegersadded when neces-

sary
toaccount
forthemultivaluedness
ofthe
measured
phase
spectra)
at timet -- t, (42,

•,=4.75
,,

p,=•.65"

84, and 126 sec). 3•b,• expressesthe relative
error in the phasedifferencebetweentwo sites
and hence is equivalentto the error expected

in the phase-velocity
calculations.
As in the

Fig.11. Schematic
diagram
of thenonuniform

case
of amplitudes,
Tablelb shows
thatthe wave
guide
problem.
The
atthe
represent
possible
seismometer
sitesv's
(see
text).top
Grid
spac-

erPoP
againseems
to be biased
(corresponding
ingsofAx_--5 kmandAt: 0.7kmwereused.
to an overestimationof phasevelocity) but it
is not obviously increasing.

The errorsindicated
in Tablesla andlb, stations,
at eachof whicha timeseries
was
basedon wave-number
domaincalculations,
generated,
werearranged
in thefollowing
manandtheerrors
implied
bythefrequency-domain
nerwithrespect
to thetransition
region:one
results
in Figures
9 and10,indicate
that the stationwasplacedon the nearsideof the
Love-wave
finite-difference
calculations
are of transition
zoneasseen
fromtheincident
wave,
sufficient
accuracy
to warrantan investigationstations
wereputoneitherendof thezone,
one
of a morecomplicated
problem.
Theremainderwasplaced
in themiddle,
andtwowereplaced
of thispaperwill be a discussion
of sucha onthefar sideof thezone.
Thusin Figure11
problem.
the v's represent
seismometer
sitesI through
APPLICATION
TOSLOPING
LAYER
PROBLEM 6 for a waveincident
fromtheleft.Thenumbering always starts with the first site en-

Thegeometry
andelastic
constants
for the countered.
Thusthesame
geometrical
location
problem
ofanidealized
ocean-continent
bound- willhavetwositenumbers
depending
onthe
ary,with a crustof 15-kmthickness
increasing direction
of theincident
wave.

to oneof 35-kmthickness
overa distance
of
In subsequent
discussion
theterms
updip
and
120km,areillustrated
in Figure11.A water downdip
areusedto indicate
the direction
of
layeris notincluded.
In orderto studythe theincident
wave;downdip
represents
propaeffect
onmeasured
phase
velocities
of two-waygation
fromtheocean
to continent
andupdip

propagation
acrossa givenstationpair, com- is from continentto ocean.Phasevelocities

putations
wereperformed
withtheinitialLove- calculated
for the following
stationlocations
waveincident
frombothdirections.
Theinitial willbe illustrated:
thinside(1-2) andthick
pulse
wasidentical
tothatused
intheflat-layerside(4-5),bothof whichareunderlain
by a
dispersion
experiment
described
above.Six flat Moho;thin-middle
(2-3), middle-thick
(3-4), and thin-thick (2-3-4),

situated over

TABLElb. Errorin Phase
asa Function
of the region
of thesloping
Moho.Thestation
WaveNumberandTime

numbers in parenthesesare appropriate to
downdip propagation. Furthermore, for each

•23

directionof inci'dence
two stationpairswere
used on the far side of the transition region.

0 01227
0
0
0
0
0

02454
03682
04909
06136
07363

--0.02
--0.21
--0.32
--0.26
--0.32
--0.26

Note'

See text for explanation.

--0.22
--0.10
--0.31
--0.22
--0.35
0.00

-0.41

(4-5; 5-6). Doingthisgivesa qualitativecheck

0.00
-0.30

on the solution, for the farther the wave gets
from the boundary, the closer the measured

-0.19
phase
velocity
should
approach
the theoretical
-0.37
0.26 dispersion
for a fiat layerof the appropriate
thicknesscovering a half-space.
Figure 12 containstwo-way phase velocities
measuredover regionswith a fiat Moho. For
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velocities. Here, however, the anistropy is

in the middle range of wave numbers.
I r r•Tr•r-'•F
T •r-'•Tq"---FT
T? greatest
The phase velocitiesfor smaller wave numbers
are isotropic and biased. Also of interest is
•

XXx,

•5 -

that the velocity differencebetween up- and
downdip propagation can exceedthe difference
dueto structurealone,and that downdippropagation is lessperturbedthan is updip propagation. Here an average of up- and downdip
propagationis not as effectivein removingthe
perturbationsas it was when the measurement

oDO•NDIP

stations were removed from the transition

.01

05

I

01

05

WAVE NUMBER (RAD /KM)

Fig. 12. Measured phase velocities over flat
portions of the wave guide. The solid lines are
the appropriate theoretical values. The graphs
have been horizontally separated for clarity. The
crossesrefer to updip propagation in the left-

re-

gion.
Although the phase velocity containsall the
information that exists in the phasespectrum,

it is instructive to look at the group delays
separately. The group delays for each site
were computedfrom the definition

=

hand graph and downdipin the right-hand graph.

by approximatingthe derivativeby a two-sided
difference. The theoretical group delays were
clarity the thin sideand thick sidegraphshave found for each frequencyby approximatingthe
been separated.We seethat the measureddis- boundaryby a seriesof fiat layers and accumupersionis anisotropic
in that it dependson the lating the group delays for each layer. This
direction in which the wave is traveling, and theoretical approach is equivalent to a firstthat the anisotropy tends to disappear for order WKBJ solution to the problem. The
shorter wavelengths.This dependenceon wave- resultingdifferencebetweenthe theoreticaland
length agreeswith intuitive expectations.
since measured group delays is plotted against frefor stations removed from the boundary it is quencyin Figure 14 for both up- and downdip
only the longer wavelengthsthat shouldbe propagation.As might havebeenexpectedfrom
'seeing'the transitionregion.In line with this, the behavior of the phase-velocitycurves, the

the phasevelocitiescalculatedfrom the station
pair most distant from the transition region
(given by crossesin Figure 12) appear to be
approaching
the theoreticalcurve,as we would
expect.The criticaldistanceis on the orderof
one wavelength;for stationsfarther from the

i ] ]i-•r'T
FT1'
TTT?,,I1 I I--•q'-T',,
o DOWNDIP
UPDIP

,5O5

lo

485 ß o

transition than a wavelength,the effect will be
small. Even if the measuring array is closer
than this to the transition zone, a reasonable

eee

465 oo
øo

approximation
to the local structurecan be

445

%o

o

o

oø

obtainedby basinginterpretationson an aver-

age of down- and updip phasevelocities.A
further observationis that the downdip propa-

gation gives,in this model,consistently
lower
phasevelocitiesthan doesupdip propagation.
.01
05
I, 01
05
.I,.01
05
The phase velocitiesmeasuredover the
WAVE NUMBER (RAD/KM)
transition region show similar features (FigFig. 13. Phase velocities measured over the
ure 13): the phasevelocityis stronglyaniso- region
of nonuniform thickness. The solid lines

405

tropic,and the downdippropagation
velocities

are

are consistentlylower than are the updip

laver models and are for reference only.

theoretical

values

for

the

thin-

and

thick-
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transition zone contributesthe most perturbation. The similar characterof the delay at sites

4, 5, and 6 indicates
that passage
throughthe
transition zone has caused a relative advance
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earlier) at the various stations (Figure 15).
Note that the curves for sites 4, 5, and 6, all
located on the far side of the transition region,

have,similar shapeand tend to approachthe
theoreticalcurve with increasingdistancefrom

of up to 2.0 sec at the low frequencies
and
delayof lessthan2.0 secat the highfrequencies the zone. This theoretical curve is based on the
that all the energyflow in
in the case of updip propagation.Downdip simpleassumption
propagation,
againas in the caseof the phase the incident wave is somehow transferred into
by the layer and
velocity,is not as affectedby the transition the wave guiderepresented
combination
on the far sideof the
zone.The implications
of theseresultsare that half-space
the standardpractice of derivingan effective transition zone. No reflected energy or mode
groupvelocityfor a composite
path by using conversions are taken into account. Several
theories,all of whichtake
an inverseaverageof the component
parts is other approximate
intoaccount,
givetheoretical
justified,and that measurements
of groupve- partialreflections
locitiesbetweenan epicenterand station will curvessimilar to the onesin Figure 15 [Boore,
includea hybridtakenfrom
be negligiblybiasedby the effectof the ocean- 1969].The theories
Knopof]
and
Mal
[1967]
andAlsop[1966],and
continentmargin. This latter implicationis
a
theory
developed
from
analogywith a transespecially
true sincethe epicenter
and station
problem.I shouldmentionthat
locationsare usually such that the senseof mission-line
at a largedistance
fromthe transition
propagation
will be downdip(from the ocean although

regionthe theoretical
andcalculated
transmis-

to the continent).

Up to this pointonlythe phaseinformation sion factorsare similar, this similarity breaks
of the computed
seismograms
hasbeenutilized, downdrasticallyin the vicinity of the region.
but the amplitudeinformationis also useful. This is true for both the predicted phase vefactors.Sincethe
A convenientway of presentingthis informa- locity and the transmission
theoriestake no accountof scattion is in terms of transmissionfactors (defined approximate
i
20
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Figs.14. The difference
between
theoretical
andmeasured
groupdelays
versus
frequency

for the varioussites.The solidlinesare for downdippropagation
and the dashedlinest•or
updip.
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i

usinga higher order generalizationof the interface-conditionapproximation gave similar results; (3) the phase velocitiesfrom an updip
run in which the layer decreasedin thickness

15

14

from 35 km to 25 km rather than 15 km showed

o

• 1,2

.9

o•2

.01

•3

.04

t

.05

I
.04

.05

FREQUENCY (CPS)

I2

UPDIP
--CALC
-- --THEORY

II

.6;
.01

I
.02

]
.03

FREQUENCY(CPS)

Fig. 15. Transmission factors.

tered fields, which require other waves like
leaking modes,this leadsto the conclusion
that
such waves must be an important component
of the total disturbancein the transitionregion.
I expect that such modes becomeincreasingly
lessimportant as the slopeof the interfaceis

similar perturbations,but of smallermagnitude
(Figures 16 and 17); (4) application of the
curvedboundaryapproximationto the problem
of an $H wave vertically incident from below
on a layer with a bump in it gave resultsthat
agreed,after application of a suitable exponential window,with thosecomputedvia the technique of Aki and Larner [1969].
From the tests (1), (2), and (4) above, I
estimatethat the computedphasevelocitiesare
accurateto within at least 3% and usually 1.5%
in the period range illustrated, with the possible exceptionof some of the values on either
end of the range where the small amount of
power, truncation, or large wavelengthrelative
to the station spacingcan reducethis accuracy.
The amplitude-transmissionfactors are good to
within 5% over most of the periodrange.A more
completediscussionof the tests above and the
corresponding
accuracyis givenin Boore [1969].
It is tempting to point out that the tendency
for updip propagationto give high phase ve-

I

o H=15Model

ß H=25
Model

5.05
1
oo xH=25
Model,Statio
Pair
5-6
4.85
I-o
0

|ß•

decreased.

/

v

0

ß

Oo

0

ß

In problemssuch as this that possessno

o

analytical answer,the correctnessof the results

must be judgedboth on the basisof experience
with simpler problems and the qualitative behavior of the solution.As the previous section
indicated, the finite-differencetechnique gave
excellent results for simple models, but in
neither of the examples presented was the
curved-boundaryapproximationused.We must

allow for the possibilitythat the method of
treating the interface conditions across the
curved region leads to fictitious sourcesthat
give rise to the peculiarbehaviorof the phase
velocities

and transmission

factors.

The

evi-

denceagainstthis possibilityare several: (1)
an updip run with Ax -- 3.0 km rather than
5.0 km gave virtually identical results; (2)

4.05

--

,01

THIN :SIDE

.05

THICK SIDE

.I,.01.

.05

.I

WAVENUMBER (rad./km)

Fig. 16. Comparison of measuredupdip phase
velocities over fiat portions of the interface for
models in which the layer thins to 15 km (previous case) and 25 kin.
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locitiesis expectedif one thinks of the apparent
surface velocity of a traveling wave bouncing
between the free surface and the interface.

This

result, however, is opposite to that found by
Pec [1967] for Love waves propagating in a
wr•dm• P•r. cl•f•rrninr•df,h• lnr,nl phn,q•velocity
by requiringconstructiveinterference,and thus
consideredboth the wavelengthand ray path of
the bouncingwave. It is not clear that Pec's
analysisis applicablehere,for the comparability
of the incident wavelengthand the horizontal
extent

of the transition

zone means that

h2

the

wave in effect doesnot seea wedge.
Fig. 18. Lattice used in deriving a finite difference approximation to the Laplaeian.

DISCUSSION

In summary, the finite-difference method
appears to be a useful tool in dealing with
fairly complexstructures.The method is most

spectrumscan occurin the vicinity of the transition region,and that theseperturbationsbecome
useful in the near-field region of sources,where lessimportant at a distancefrom the boundary.
the sourcescan be either real or, as in this paper, In particular, the behaviorat a distancejustifies
effective sources introduced by complexities the well-established method of calculating
along the travel path. In the latter easewe use effective group velocities by means of inverse
analytic results to describethe wave motion averages of regional group velocities, and also
betweenthe real, physicalsource(in this paper indicates a simple correction for the effect of
the sourceis at x -- --m) and the region of the ocean-continent boundary that can be apinhomogeneity,
and we use the finite-difference plied to calculations of earthquake-source
schemeto propagatethe disturbancethrough mechanismsbased on the method of amplitude
this region.Applicationto the problemof Love equalization. The behavior of the amplitude
waves propagatingacrossan idealizedocean- and phase in the transition region indicates
continent boundary indicates that significant that observable effects should exist for Love
perturbations
of both the phaseand amplitude waves propagatingacrossstructural complexities within the continent, and this suggestsa
tool for the study of these complexities.
j
I I i I l l•ll
I - ¾•'--[-•--I-i•
I
I I I JI I•
Application to problems involving inhomoJ
o H"15Model
ß H=25
Model
geneous,inelastic materials should be possible
without significantincreasesin either computation time or storage space. Rayleigh wave and
P-SV problems can be handled in a similar
fashion, but at cost of approximately twice
as much time and space. Application of the

5.05
F
oo

o

øøo

finite-difference

method

to realistic three-dimen-

sional problems requires an order of magnitude
more time and spaceand therefore is not practical at the present time except under extraordinary circumstances.
APPENDIX

1.

FINITE

APPROXIlV•ATION
.01

.05

.I, .01
WAVENUMBER

.05

.I, .01

.05

.I

DIFFERENCE
TO TI-IE

LAPLACIAN

{rod./km)

Fig. 17. Comparisonof measuredupdip phase
velocities over the transition zone for the two
models mentioned in Figure 16.

Considerthe irregular star in Figure 18. Diagonal points are includedso that an approximation to the mixed derivative
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Let F(k, z, t) be the eigenfunctionsolutionto
the source free Love-wave problem where a
can also be derived if desired. Such a derivative
spatial transform over the x (horizontal) direcoccursin the generalvector elasticequations
tion has beentaken. The time factor will always
but will not be evaluated here. We fit a twoappear in the form •ot, but from the dispersion
dimensional
Lagrangepolynomialsurfaceto the
relation for the particular problem being connine points and then differentiate this function
sidered• -- •(k). Thus k, z, and t can be conto obtain the approximationto the actual
sideredindependentvariables.The actual evaluderivatives.Such a polynomialcan be repreation of F for a givenk canbe doneanalytically
sented by
in the simple caseof one layer or can be determ+l
mined numerically using Haskell matrices in

O•'y/Ox
Oz

y•(x,z) = i--m--1
•

•

i:n--1

•fiiYii

(A1)

where y, is the knownvalue of y at x -z -- zj, and 7- are functionsof (x, z) givenby

•(x,

z) = [•(x,

z)/•(x•,

z•)]

(•)

where
m+l

k•m-1

II

l---n-1

problemin the space-timedomaincanbe determined by addingup eigenfunctions
with appropriate weightingfactors:

v(x,z,t) = •1

n+l

z) -_- II

more complicatedproblems.
Thus a general solution of the Love-wave

Expressing g(x) as a Fourier integral and
applying (A4) we find

(x - x)(z -

the basisof the construction
is that y•(x,, z•) -y,. The polynomialy• is, of course,only an
approximationto the actualfunctiony, but we
assume that

the

actual

function

g(x)= •

6(•)e
• •

.4(•)y(•, o, o) = a(•)

is smooth

enoughso that y•(x, z) -- y(x, z) in the local
regionaroundxm,z•. Taking the secondderivatives of y• with respectto x and z, and evaluating the result at x -- x•, z -- z• yields the
desiredexpression
for the finite differenceapproximationof the Laplacian:

(V•y)..... =

A(k)F(k,
z,t)ei•
dk(A5)

or

(A6)

2

ll(l• •- 12)Ym-•,,,
2

2

l•12
Ym,•
-]-12(l•
-]-12)
Ym
+

2

hi(h1
-]-h2)y.... 1

2
Ym•

2

+ h2(hl
+ h2)Ym,n+l (A3)
The four crossterms do not appear.
APPeNdix 2. SYNTI-IESIS OF LOVE •SPLACE•ENTS USING FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS

Our problem now is to evaluate this integral.
The reasonfor integrating over wave number k,
as opposedto frequency •, is that we can use a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to evaluate v at
many values of x at one value of t and z. Thus
we can efficiently generate the initial displacements used in the differencetechnique.
Evaluating (A7) by meansof the Fast Fourier
Transform is quite straightforward, but some
details are worth mentioning. We assumethat
a subroutine

which

can do forward

and back-

ward transformsof 2• complexdata points is
available.

Then with the notation

We are interestedin the Love displacement
at somepoint x, z, t when the displacementon (data)•
the surfaceat t -- 0 is given by the function'

v(x, O, O) = g(x)

(A4)

NAx

G[(i-- 1)Ak]
F]'(i-- 1)Ak,
z,t]
Y[(i- •)•, •/, 0]
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